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GYTS Arerial Pressure-resistant Type Fiber Optical 

Cable 

As a professional high quality GYTS Arerial Pressure-resistant 

Type Fiber Optical Cable manufacture, you can rest assured to 

buy GYTS arerial pressure-resistant type fiber optical cable from 

our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and 

timely delivery. You can rest assured to buy customized GYTS 

arerial pressure-resistant type fiber optical cable from us. We 

look forward to cooperating with you, if you want to know more, 

you can consult us now, we will reply to you in time! 

 

 

Longda GYTS Arerial Pressure-resistant Type Fiber Optical Cable is one GYTS arerial 

pressure-resistant type fiber optical cable factory from China, can offer the free Flexible Copper 

Conductor Electric Grounding Cable Bare Copper Wire sample , low price , and good service, if you 

have any question. Pls contact with us. 

 

 

 

Outer sheath:PE,AT 

certificate:ISO,CCC,OHSAS etc 

Wind speed:10-35m/s 

armoured fiber optic cable Dynamic:20 times O.D 

Ice thickness:0-5mm 

Number of conductor:10 
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armoured fiber optic cable type:Coaxial 

armoured fiber optic cable Span:50-500m 

application:optic fiber cable 

 

Packaging & Delivery 

 

Packaging Details:armoured fiber optic cable export wooden drum package 

Port:any port of china for armoured fiber optic cable 

 

Optical fiber cable 

 

1.armoured fiber optic cable Overview 

This product is single-mode and dual-mode fiber optic cable, according to IEC60794-1-1 standards, 

while referring to GB / T7424.1-98 standards. Mainly used for communications engineering, 

medical applications, sensor applications and smart residential wiring. With large capacity, low 

attenuation, anti-electromagnetic interference, light weight, easy to lay and other features. 

2.armoured fiber optic cable product standards:  

IEC60794-1-1 

Q / XBGL004 (standard) 

3.The use of features armoured fiber optic cable: 

a) Cable bandwidth: ≥ 10GHz.km; 

b) Tensile strength: 1500N; 

c) attenuation coefficient: 0.2-0.3dB / km 

 

Product Description 

 

GYTS Fiber Optic 24 Cores Armoured PE Outdoor Cable 

GYTS Fiber Optic 24 Cores Armoured PE Outdoor Cable 

GYTS Fiber Optic 24 Cores Armoured PE Outdoor Cable 

GYTS Fiber Optic 24 Cores Armoured PE Outdoor Cable 

armoured fiber optic cable Introduction 

ADSS Cable (All Dielectric Self-supporting Aerial Cable) is loose tube stranded cable. Fibres are 

positioned into loose tube made of high modulus plastics. The tubes are filled with a water-resistant 

around FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastic) as a non-metallic central strength member into a compact 

and circular cable core. After the cable core is filled with filling compound, it is covered witha thin 

polyethylene (PE) inner sheath. After two layers of Aramid yarns are applied in two directions over 

the inner sheath as strength member, the cable is completed with PE or AT outer sheath.After two 

layers of Aramid yarns are applied in two directions over the inner sheath as strength member, the 

cable is completed with PE or AT outer sheath. 
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Armoured fiber optic cable Application 

 

Long distance communication and local area network, especially suitable for long span 

environment, complex area. 

Erect on the same pole with power line in new and old power line. 

 

Armoured fiber optic cable Features 

 

1. Small cable diameter, light weight, 1500m span, low attached load on tower 

2. Tensile strength is over 90KN 

3. Non-metal structure, good insulation, anti-thunder 

4. Fine production technology, even force for aramid fiber, with superior stress flexibility 

5. Anti gun fiber 

6. Anti electro-corrosion 

7. Adapt for bad climate 

8. May construct without power cut, a power line failure doesn’t influence cable’s normal transfer 

9. Tensile units are elastic modulus aramid fiber 

10. Electric trace resistant outer sheath is adopted to run safely under a circumstance of space 

electric field (E)≤25KV/m 

 

Armoured fiber optic cable technical Data 

 

Fiber 

Count 

Nominal 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Nominal 

Weight 

(kg/km) 

Max Fibers 

per Tube 

No. of 

(Tubes+ 

fillers) 

Allowable 

Tensile 

Load (N) 

Allowable Crush 

Resistance 

(N/100mm) 

Short 

Term 

Long 

Term 

Short 

Term 

Long 

Term 

2~36 12.1 125 6 6 3000 1000 3000 1000 

36~72 13.9 135 12 6 3000 1000 3000 1000 

74~96 16 170 12 8 3000 1000 3000 1000 

98~120 16.6 210 12 10 3000 1000 3000 1000 

122~144 18.2 245 12 12 3000 10 
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Our Services 

 

· We are the one of biggest manufacture of fiber optic cable in China and has more than 25 years 

manufacturing and selling experience. 

· We accept OEM.ODM.The cable size and material are customized.Ur own logo and own design 

are welcome. We will produce according to ur requirment and description; 

· Please send us inquiry for more products info and we will give you feedback in 2 hours. 

· Guarantee period: 5 years free replacement if quality problem. 

 

 


